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ANNOUNCING KEY ADDITION TO THE ELK TWO-WAY WIRELESS PRODUCT LINE
ELK Unveils Innovative Wireless PIR Motion Sensor
HILDEBRAN, NC, April 10, 2013 – ELK Products is proud to announce the newest addition to
the two-way wireless family, the ELK-6030 Wireless PIR Motion Sensor. The PIR works with the
M1 control along with the ELK-M1XRFTW Two-Way Wireless Transceiver. Intended to be used
in residential and light commercial installations, the PIR incorporates advanced features
designed to ensure reliability, ease of installation, and provide innovative security
enhancements.
To simplify installation, ELK’s Wireless PIR Motion Sensor allows the installer to remotely
enable/disable Walk Test Mode from a keypad. Until now, the industry has accepted the
process of manually tripping a switch on a one-way wireless PIR to enter walk test mode. The
bright high-intensity white LED convenience/security light clearly identifies when the sensor is
detecting motion.

Also as an industry first, the white LED convenience/security light offers several modes of
activation and operation:
Light is wirelessly triggered on-flashing during alarm events
Light is locally tripped on-solid by motion while the control is in Away Mode. This feature
provides enhanced camera lighting as the PIR wirelessly monitors arming state.
Programmable light activation is also possible through M1 Rules to enable even more
versatility.

-MORE-

ELK’s leading two-way wireless technology for the M1 Control revolutionizes the reliability and
functionality of wireless peripherals for homes and businesses. The two-way wireless product
family includes the M1XRFTW Wireless Transceiver, the 6020 Slim-Line Door/Widow Sensor,
the 6021 Mini Window Sensor, the 6022 Universal Three Zone Sensor, and the attractive fourbutton 6010 key fob that provides a visual confirmation of arm status and alarm condition.
Additional wireless devices, including a smoke detector and glass break, are under
development.
About ELK Products, Inc.
ELK Products Inc. is a premium alarm and automation manufacturer. We provide a broad range
of unique, yet versatile products to both commercial and residential markets including, controls,
speakers, sirens, power supplies, timers, relays, PLCs, recordable voice units and battery
testers. As a leader and innovator in the security and building control market, our mission is to
provide cost-effective and innovative security and automation solutions to the professional trade
with unsurpassed product quality and technical support. For more information about ELK
Products visit www.elkproducts.com.
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